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Introduction 

 

The Eastern Connecticut Conservation District 

(ECCD) has received funding from the 

Connecticut Department of Energy and 

Environmental Protection (CT DEEP) through 

the Clean Water Act Section 319 Nonpoint 

Source program to conduct water quality 

sampling of perennial steams in North 

Stonington and Stonington, Connecticut that 

discharge to Wequetequock Cove and 

develop a watershed-based plan for the 

Anguilla Brook watershed (Fig. 1).  

 

Wequetequock Cove is an embayment of 

Little Narragansett Bay, located at the outfall 

of the Pawcatuck River at the boundary 

between the States of Connecticut and Rhode 

Island.  The Inner Wequetequock Cove 

estuary (CT_E1_003), located in Stonington, 

is listed in the State of Connecticut’s biennial 

Integrated Water Quality Report to Congress 

as not meeting its designated uses for 

habitat for marine fish, other aquatic life and wildlife, recreation, and direct consumption of 

shellfish due to estuarine bioassessments, excess algal growth, and high levels of enterococcus 

and fecal coliform bacteria, respectively (CT DEEP, 2017). Potential pollutant sources include 

stormwater, agricultural activities, and other unidentified upstream sources.  

 

In October and November of 2019, ECCD conducted visual stream corridor assessments of 

Wequetequock Cove, Wheeler Brook and Donahue Brook.  The purpose of the assessments 

was to evaluate and/or identify physical stream and stream corridor conditions and nearby 

land cover and land use activities that could potentially contribute to the degradation of water 

quality in Inner Wequetequock Cove.  The stream corridor assessment data, along with other 

project data, will be used to develop a watershed-based plan for the Anguilla Brook watershed. 

 

 

Figure 1. The Anguilla Brook watershed, located 
in North Stonington and Stonington, CT. Sub-
watersheds are outlined in gray. 
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Procedure 

 

Stream Corridor Assessment Method and Quality Assurance Project Plan 

ECCD utilized the Streamwalk stream corridor assessment protocol developed by the 

Connecticut office of the USDA-Natural Resources Conservation Service (USDA-NRCS, 2005). 

This protocol outlines a methodology to assess the stream corridor and document in-stream 

and adjacent riparian corridor conditions that could indicate or contribute to water quality and 

habitat degradation. The NRCS Streamwalk Guide is included in Attachment A. 

 

In order to ensure that stream corridor assessment data would be collected using the protocols 

developed by NRCS, ECCD revised a previously approved Streamwalk Quality Assurance Project 

Plan (QAPP).  ECCD received approval for the Streamwalk QAPP (CT RFA #12095) from DEEP on 

or about 7/15/19, and from EPA on 7/30/19. The QAPP (including streamwalk forms) is included 

in Attachment B. 

 

Volunteer Recruitment and Training 

Volunteers were solicited from among the Anguilla Brook Trackdown Project stakeholder group 

and the general public via the ECCD Facebook. ECCD held a Streamwalk workshop for 

volunteers on August 10, 2019 at the 

Stonington Police Department Community 

Room. At the workshop, volunteers were 

trained in the sample collection method 

outlined in the NRCS Streamwalk Guide and 

Anguilla Brook Streamwalk QAPP to ensure 

that each volunteer would conduct the 

assessment using the proper protocols. 

Following the indoor component of the 

workshop, volunteers assessed a short 

segment of Anguilla Brook and practiced 

filling out the field assessment forms. 

 

Stream Corridor Assessments 

Stream corridor assessments were conducted on Inner Wequetequock Cove, Wheeler Brook 

and Donahue Brook in October and November 2019. Inner Wequetequock Cove, including the 

portion of Oxocossett Brook south of the Route 1 crossing, was assessed by kayak to identify 

conditions along and immediately adjacent to the shoreline that could directly contribute to 

degradation of the Cove. Wheeler Brook and Donahue Brook, which both failed to meet 

Figure 2. Volunteers at the August 10, 2019 
Streamwalk workshop. 
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established Connecticut water quality standards for their designated recreational uses (Fig. 2), 

were assessed to identify potential sources of fecal bacteria as well as other stream conditions 

that could contribute to water quality degradation. Anguilla Brook and Wheeler Brook were not 

assessed because both met established Connecticut water quality standards for the designated 

recreational use. Additionally, a review of the stream corridor along Anguilla Brook indicated it 

was heavily dominated by forested wetlands and would likely be inaccessible.  

 

The QAPP specified that streamwalks be conducted during August and September when stream 

water levels are likely to be lowest. However, due to an outbreak of Eastern Equine Encephalitis 

in the region during the summer and fall of 2019, it was decided that for safety reasons, 

streamwalks would not be conducted until a state-issued public health warning had been lifted. 

 

Prior to conducting the assessments, streams were divided into discrete segments (or reaches) 

based on geomorphological characteristics using the Rosgen Stream Classification Method 

(Rosgen, 1994). Reaches were numbered in ascending order beginning with the downstream-

most reach designated R1. Using ArcGIS software, streamwalk maps depicting each stream to 

be assessed were prepared (Attachment C).  Streamwalks were conducted beginning at the 

downstream-most reach of each stream and proceeding upstream. A reach-level assessment 

was prepared for each stream reach. This assessment form documented the average character 

of the reach, including stream type, width, depth, substrate type, canopy cover, and adjacent 

land cover and land use. Area of Concern worksheets were filled out if conditions that could 

contribute to water quality or habitat degradation were observed. Each Area of Concern was 

also photo-documented and georeferenced using a Garmin handheld GPS (global positioning 

system) unit. Areas of Concern include: 

 

• Erosion (E) 

• Fish Barriers (FB) 

• Stormwater Outfalls (SWO) 

• Modified Channels (MC) 

• Impacted Riparian Buffers (DB) 

• Trash/Debris (T/D) 

• Visual Water Conditions (VWC) 

 

Upon completion of the streamwalks, the GPS data was downloaded into a geographic 
information system (GIS) for review and analysis.  The streamwalk data will be used to identify 
potential sources of bacteria loading to watershed streams and to develop management 
recommendations to reduce bacteria and other pollutants. 
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Figure 3.  Anguilla Brook watershed E. coli bacteria sampling results.  A green dot indicates the 
site met established water quality criteria for the geometric mean; an orange dot indicates that 
the site failed to meet the geometric mean criteria. Donahue Brook and Wheeler Brook failed to 
meet water quality standards for their designated recreational uses. 
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Results  

 

ECCD and volunteers conducted streamwalks on approximately 5.75 stream miles in the 
Anguilla Brook watershed.  The streamwalk data, which included field notations, GPS data and 
digital photographs, will be compiled into a database for incorporation into the Anguilla Brook 
watershed-based plan. The data will also be submitted to DEEP for review.  In Table 1 below, 
the documented Areas of Concern are quantified by stream.  The Areas of Concern are 
displayed at Anguilla Brook watershed-scale in Figure 5, and by local watershed in Figures 6-8.  
 
Table 1. Summary of Visual Stream Corridor Assessment Data. 

Area of Concern Wequetequock 
Cove 

Donahue Brook Wheeler Brook Total 

Degraded Buffer 6 3 6 15 

Fish Barrier 0 4 3 7 

Stormwater 
Outfall 

0 0 3 3 

Visual Water 
Conditions 

0 1 2 3 

Erosion 0 0 2 2 

Trash/Debris 1 1 0 2 

Modified Channel 0 1 0 1 

 

Figure 4. Invasive plants, including Rosa multiflora, Celastrus orbiculatus and Berberis thunbergii 
growing along Donahue Brook.  
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Figure 4. Locations and distribution of Areas of Concern (yellow markers) in the Wheeler Brook 
and Donahue Brook watershed and along the shoreline of Wequetequock Cove that were 
identified and documented during the Anguilla Brook watershed visual stream corridor 
assessments.  
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Figure 5. Areas of Concern (yellow markers) identified and documented along the shoreline of 
Wequetequock Cove. DB indicates a degraded riparian buffer. T/D indicates the presence of trash or 
other debris. 

Wequetequock 
Cove 
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Figure 6. Stream corridor Areas of Concern (yellow markers) identified and documented in the Donahue 
Brook watershed. Bacteria monitoring locations are depicted by the green circles (DB01 and DB02). The 
Area of Concern code DB indicates a degraded riparian buffer. FB indicates a possible fish passage 
barrier. MC indicates the presence of channel modification. T/D indicates the presence of trash or other 
debris. VWC indicates a visual water condition. 

Wequetequock 
Cove 
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Figure 7. Stream corridor Areas of Concern (yellow markers) identified and documented in the Wheeler 
Brook watershed. Bacteria monitoring locations are depicted by the green circles (WB01, WB02 and 
WB03). DB indicates a degraded riparian buffer. E indicates streambank erosion. FB indicates a possible 
fish passage barrier. MC indicates the presence of channel modification. T/D indicates the presence of 
trash or other debris. SWO indicates the presence of a stormwater outfall. VWC indicates a visual water 
condition. Unlabeled yellow markers represent stream features not identified as Areas of Concern, such 
as the beginning or end of a reach, points along the stream or anthropogenic features. 

 

 

 

 
Anguilla   
Brook 
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Discussion 

 
Conditions that were noted during the stream corridor assessments were typical of land uses in 
the Anguilla Brook watershed. Although certain areas of the watershed, particularly along 
primary transportation corridors such as State Routes 1, 184 and 234, were more heavily 
developed and characterized by mixed residential, commercial and industrial uses, the 
watershed was primarily lightly developed and a rural character was predominant. Small farms 
and agricultural activity were distributed throughout the watershed. Agricultural activity, 
including cropland, hayland and pasture, often abutted watershed streams and in some areas 
extended into the riparian corridor (a riparian corridor is the area immediately adjacent to a 
waterway, and in a natural condition, is typically well-vegetated). In several areas, livestock 
were provided access to the waterways or connected ponds in order to have a readily available 
water supply. Along Wequetequock Cove, it was typical for the lawns of residential properties 
to extend to the shoreline, and for the shoreline to be armored to prevent shoreline erosion. 
The properties of several businesses on the shore of the Cove were also cleared to the 
shoreline to allow access to the water as necessary for the conduct of their business. Areas of 
Concern are displayed in relation to nearby land cover/land use in Figures 20, 21 and 22 at the 
end of this section.  
 
Degraded Buffers 
The most commonly observed Area of Concern documented during the Anguilla Brook 
watershed stream corridor assessments was degraded riparian buffers. The water quality and 
habitat benefits of intact riparian corridors have been well documented. Riparian buffers 
protect streambanks from erosion, provide shade to keep stream water temperatures cool, 
slow flood waters, slow the flow of surface stormwater, promote the infiltration and absorption 
of pollutants in stormwater, and provide a source of terrigenous vegetative matter to streams. 
The NRCS streamwalk protocol identifies several forms of degraded riparian buffers, including a 
lack of buffer width or vegetation and the presence of invasive plant species. The majority of 
the degraded buffers documented during the Anguilla Brook streamwalks fell into one of two 
categories, the presence of invasive plants or close proximity to another land use (primarily 
agriculture) which impinged on the riparian buffer area. 
 
Along the shoreline of Wequetequock Cove, land use was predominantly residential, although 
there was some commercial use and, on the west shoreline, agricultural land use. The lack of 
riparian vegetation was the primary form of buffer degradation noted along the shore of the 
Cove. The natural vegetation along the shore of the cove would have been saltmarsh, and 
saltmarsh was the dominant land cover along the southeastern shore of the Cove, at the 
Avalonia Land Conservancy’s Wequetequock Cove Preserve. Areas of the shoreline included 
expanses of lawn right to the shoreline, with retaining walls in some areas (Fig. 8). In other 
areas, the invasive reed Phragmites australis had become established along the shoreline (Fig. 
9).    
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Figure 8. Lack of riparian buffer offers little opportunity for stormwater to be slowed down and 
infiltrated into the ground.  Additionally, the removal of riparian vegetation oftens results in the need to 
install hard structures like this stonewall to prevent shoreline erosion. 
 

 

 
Figure 9. Invasive common reed (Phragmites australis) growing along the shore of Wequetequock Cove. 
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Along Donahue and Wheeler Brooks, rural residential and agricultural land-use dominated. 
Degraded buffers were predominated by the presence of invasive species (Fig. 10), including 
Japanese barberry (Berberis thunbergii), multiflora rose (Rosa multiflora), oriental bittersweet 
(Celastrus orbiculatus), winged euonymus (Euonymus alatus) – also known as burning bush, 
autumn olive (Elaeagnus umbellata), Japanese knotweed (Fallopia japonica) and Chinese privet 
(Ligustrum sinense). In several areas along Donahue and Wheeler Brooks, the proliferation of 
invasive plants (especially thorned invasive plants) was so dense, passage was impossible. The 
establishment of invasive plants is often associated with the transition of farmland to forest. 
Several characteristics of invasive plants, including the ability to thrive in a variety of habitats, 
extended growing seasons, and high seed dispersal rates, give invasive plants an advantage 
over native plants in disturbed and transitional landscapes like abandoned pastures. 
 

 
Figure 10. Japanese barberry (Berberis thunbergii) and multiflora rose (Rosa multiflora) growing along 
Wheeler Brook.  

 
In several areas along Donahue and Wheeler Brooks, the riparian buffer was impacted by 
nearby land use. In a number of locations, farm fields encroached upon the riparian buffer, or 
extended to the edge of the stream (Fig. 11), reducing the riparian buffer width. Both streams 
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were also crossed by several farm roads. In two cases, the roads forded the streams and in one 
a culvert had been installed. 
 

 
Figure 11. Agricultural land adjacent to Wheeler Brook has decreased the width of the riparian buffer. 

 
Fish Passage Barriers 
The second most commonly occurring Area of Concern identified was fish passage barriers. 
These included culverts, downed trees with debris dams, stonewalls built across the stream, 
and in one case a natural waterfall (Figs. 12 & 13). Although not likely to contribute to water 
quality degradation, fish passage barriers can contribute to the degradation of in-stream 
habitat by prohibiting fish from travelling freely up- and downstream. This lack of free passage 
can diminish fish genetic diversity and also prevent fish from accessing needed habitats over 
the course of the year such as breeding habitats and deep water refugia. 
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Figure 12. This tree, which has fallen across Wheeler Brook, has created a natural dam which could 
impair the passage of fish, limiting their access to various stream habitats such as deep pools and 
breeding habitats, fragmenting fish populations and reducing genetic diversity. 
 

 
Figure 13. This stonewall built across Donahue Brook may impair fish passage particularly during periods 
of low flow. 
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Stormwater Outfalls 
Three stormwater outfalls were identified during the Anguilla Brook watershed streamwalks. 
Stormwater outfalls, which include storm drain pipes, leak-offs, and ditches or swales, can 
discharge a myriad of stormwater-borne pollutants into receiving waterbodies. Pollutants can 
include sediment, road salt, trash and other debris, pesticides, herbicides, fecal bacteria, 
petrochemicals and so forth. 
 
Stormwater outfalls from the municipal storm drain system were identified at the Wheeler 
Brook crossing of Taugwonk Road (Fig. 14). Storm drain outfalls were located on both the 
upstream and downstream side of the road. Both outfalls had dry weather discharge, indicating 
they may be conveying groundwater. A riprap-lined swale that discharged stormwater from an 
agricultural field to Wheeler Brook was also documented. 
 

Figure 14. Stormwater outfalls from the municipal storm drain system discharged to Wheeler Brook 
from both the upstream and downstream sides of Taugwonk Road. 
 

Visual Water Conditions 
Visual water conditions are conditions that may not contribute to water quality or habitat 
degradation in of themselves, but indicate that contributing factors or conditions may exist in 
the stream corridor system. Visual water conditions that may be documented during the 
stream corridor assessment include water discoloration, cloudiness or milkiness, foam or soap 
bubbles, odor, oily sheens, excessive sedimentation, and excessive algae or plant growth. 
 
Iron bacteria was noted below the outfall of a by-pass farm pond on Donahue Brook. The 
outfall was not part of the mainstem of Donahue Brook but discharge to it (Fig. 15). Iron 
bacteria form in the presence of dissolved iron in the water and may be indicative of naturally-
occurring iron in acidic soils. 
 
Excessive aquatic vegetation was noted in Wheeler Brook upstream of Taugwonk Road (Fig 16). 
This vegetation may be associated with nearby agricultural activity. 
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Figure 15. Orange-colored iron bacteria was found at the outfall of a small pond along Donahue Brook. 
Iron bacteria, which form a fluffy orange flocc, can be found where there are naturally high levels of iron 
in the soil or bedrock. 
 

 
Figure 16. Excessive aquatic plant growth, possibly common water moss (Fontinalis antipyretica), in 
Wheeler Brook. 
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Erosion  
Streambank erosion was noted in two locations in the lower reaches of Wheeler Brook. In both 
instances the stream was adjacent to pasture and may have been accessible to livestock and 
wildlife. 
 
Streambank erosion is typically caused by a lack of vegetation on the streambank. Plant roots 
grow deeply into the soil and provide structural support during periods of high stream flow. 
Streambank erosion degrades stream habitat through the deposition of eroded sediment on 
the stream bottom. This can reduce habitat quality for many stream organisms. In addition, 
some pollutants, including the plant nutrient phosphorus, can adhere to sediment and be 
transported downstream.  
 

 
Figure 17. The lack of riparian vegetation at a meander bend on Wheeler Brook has resulted in 
streambank erosion. Additionally, frost appears to have resulted in slumping of the soil on streambank. 

 
Trash and Debris 
Only two instances of trash and debris were noted in watershed streams. A tire was found in 
Donahue Brook just upstream of the Paffard Woods Preserve marsh and an abandoned rowing 
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scull was found in Wequetequock Cove. Trash typically found in streams includes wind-blown 
and floatable items like plastic bags, drink cups, soda and beer cans, straws and inexplicably, 
tires.  
  

 
Figure 18. An old tire found in the lower reaches of Donahue Brook. 

 
Modified Channel 
Modified channels are segments of streams that have been altered from their natural state. 
They can be sections of streams that have been straightened or moved from their original 
course. They can have natural or armored streambanks and bottoms. They can be completely 
culverted to allow for nearby land development. One instance of stream channeling was noted 
along Donahue Brook (Fig. 19). A 70-foot long segment of stream adjacent to pasture had been 
channelized with dry-stone walls armoring both streambanks.  
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Figure 19. Section of modified channel on Donahue Brook. 
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Figure 20. Areas of Concern identified along the shores of Wequetequock Cove are displayed relative to 
nearby land use/land cover (CLEAR, 2012). DB indicates a degraded riparian buffer. T/D indicates the 
presence of trash or other debris. AB-01 (green circle) designates the downstream-most bacteria 
sampling site on Anguilla Brook, at the outlet of Wequetequock Pond. 
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Figure 21. Areas of Concern identified along Donahue Brook are displayed relative to nearby land 
use/land cover (CLEAR, 2012). The Area of Concern code DB indicates a degraded riparian buffer. 
FB indicates a possible fish passage barrier. MC indicates the presence of channel modification. 
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T/D indicates the presence of trash or other debris. VWC indicates a visual water condition. DB-01 
and DB-02 (green circles) designate the bacteria sampling sites on Donahue Brook. 
 

 
Figure 21. Areas of Concern identified along Wheeler Brook are displayed relative to nearby land 
use/land cover (CLEAR, 2012). DB indicates a degraded riparian buffer. E indicates streambank erosion. 
FB indicates a possible fish passage barrier. MC indicates the presence of channel modification. T/D 
indicates the presence of trash or other debris. SWO indicates the presence of a stormwater outfall. 
VWC indicates a visual water condition. Unlabeled yellow markers represent stream features not 
identified as Areas of Concern, such as the beginning or end of a reach, points along the stream or 
anthropogenic features. WB-01, WB-02 and WB-03 (green circles) designate the bacteria sampling sites 
on Wheeler Brook. 
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Conclusion 

 

In October and November of 2019, ECCD and volunteers conducted stream corridor 

assessments of Donahue Brook, Wheeler Brook and Wequetequock Cove in Stonington, 

Connecticut.  Thirty-three instances of conditions that could indicate or contribute to water 

quality or habitat degradation of waterbodies in the Anguilla Brook watershed were 

documented.  ECCD will use the results of the stream corridor assessment to further evaluate 

the Anguilla Brook watershed for activities that could contribute to water quality conditions of 

Wequetequock Cove and to develop a watershed management plan for the Anguilla Brook 

watershed. 
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Section I:  The Connecticut Streamwalk Program 
 
Introduction  
Managing and protecting natural resources is an increasingly complex task.  It requires scientific understanding combined 
with community participation and support.  The streamwalk program developed by the Connecticut USDA-Natural Re-
sources Conservation Service (NRCS) provides an effective first step in assessing watershed stream conditions, connecting local 
volunteers with the resources in their watershed, and serving as a tool for public outreach and public participation. As local 
volunteers walk the rivers and streams in their watershed, they are learning how natural and anthropogenic (man-made) ele-
ments affect the environment.  Collecting information about the physical conditions of the watershed provides local communities 
with a good base of knowledge and information, that can be used to help them start planning for resource protection and ad-
dress the concerns they identify as most important.  
 
By engaging local volunteers, the streamwalk program increases their awareness and 
understanding of potential impairments to the health of the rivers in their watershed; 
develops community ownership in the stewardship of local natural resources and en-
courages local voice.  Increased awareness and understanding leads to improved 
chances of finding practical, effective solutions to those issues and concerns.  With the 
investment of time and effort, volunteers take pride in their work and accomplish-
ments and will become the watchdogs to ensure their work continues.  
 
  
The Guidebook’s Purpose 
This Guidebook has three purposes:  
1. Provides a framework for coordinating and conducting a streamwalk, and   
2. Provides streamwalk volunteers with instructions for using the Segment Survey Sheets for data collection, and  
3. Presents streamwalk volunteers with basic information about the physical characteristics of stream corridors and  the im-
pact of human activity on water quality. 
 
 
What is a Streamwalk? 
A streamwalk is a volunteer based assessment of the physical conditions of in-stream and streamside char-
acteristics of the perennial (flow all year) streams in a river basin.  It serves two purposes: resource evalua-
tion through data collection and community involvement and education.   
 
The data gathered through the survey is a first step toward under-
standing the physical condition of a stream corridor.  The informa-
tion can be used to identify resources needs such as erosion and 
sedimentation, lack of adequate riparian (streamside) vegetation, 
and sources of direct discharges into the stream among others.  
Once identified, a community can plan and implement conservation 
measures to address the specific needs.  Based on the findings, addi-
tional, more detailed evaluations of specific resource conditions 
may be necessary to determine the appropriate management meas-
ures.   
 
Equally important is the community involvement and education generated through a streamwalk.  Survey-
ing the river brings volunteers into direct contact with the resources around them and creates the opportu-
nity for them to understand better how a river system works and the ways in which a river and a human 
community are connected.   

• Perennial streams carry water 
year-round and have a fairly sta-
ble groundwater flow (baseflow). 

• Intermittent streams carry water 
part of the year and receive 
groundwater flows when the water 
table is high.   

• Ephemeral streams carry water 
only during or immediately after a 
storm.  

Watershed/drainage basin:  a 
geographically defined area in 
which all the land and waterways 
in that area drain to the same 
body of water, such as a stream, 
lake, estuary, or wetland; like a 
bathtub, all the water that falls 
within the watershed, or tub, 
drains out of it at the same point. 
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Where to Start 
Before sending volunteers out to conduct their surveys, the project coordinator needs to think about 
several logistic and administrative details when planning a streamwalk.  Watersheds of a manageable 
size need to be selected and the survey areas within them need to be identified.  In addition, methods of 
public outreach need to be developed, a volunteer training program must be conducted, and ways to 
compile and report data need to be considered.     
 
The first step is to determine what 
watershed or drainage basin will 
be surveyed.  Factors to consider 
when deciding what watershed(s) 
to survey include size, community 
identity, community interest, and 
resource needs. It is important to 
select a watershed that can be rea-
sonably surveyed by the corps of 
volunteers.  Choosing too large a 
watershed without enough volun-
teers can lead to an incomplete 
dataset. The successful manage-
ment of a streamwalk effort de-
pends also on the administrative 
capability of the coordinating or-
ganization. 
 
Once a watershed is selected, sur-
vey areas need to be delineated.  
Survey areas are based on local 
watershed boundaries.  In some 
cases, it will be necessary to create 
“artificial” watershed lines to de-
lineate survey areas of a manage-
able size, or in order to have ade-
quate access to the stream being 
walked.  Typically, survey areas 
include anywhere between 1-3 
linear miles of stream.  The length 
will be dependent upon surround-
ing terrain and access points to 
the stream.  For survey areas of 
rivers that can be surveyed using 
watercraft (e.g. canoe, kayak…) 
you may be able to include as 
much as five (5) linear miles of stream.  (See Figure 1).        
 
After deciding where to conduct the survey, the sponsoring or coordinating group needs to actively re-
cruit volunteers.  Public outreach materials need to be developed to inform potential volunteers and 
community members about the effort and to describe the importance of community participation.  Re-
cruiting should begin roughly 2-3 months before volunteers are trained  At least two volunteers are re-
quired for each survey area for safety and recording reasons.   

Figure 1: Streawmalk Survey Area Index Map — Illustrating Local Basins 
Delineated as Survey Areas 
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Local volunteers receive a basic course in stream ecology, morphology, water quality, non-point source 
pollution, and the relationship between a community and its river.  The training session consists of an 
indoor and outdoor portion.  Along with the basic technical information, the training is intended to 
familiarize volunteers with the survey sheets (see the appendix for a sample of the Survey Sheet) and 
how to use them.  The training helps to increase volunteers’ awareness and understanding of potential 
concerns to the health of a river and gives them a chance to ask questions about the work that is ex-
pected of them.   
 
 
Going Beyond Data Collection 
While the streamwalk is a valuable tool in helping to generate a sense of civic environmentalism, it is 
critical to consider how the data will be compiled, presented, and used.  Quantifying the information 
collected by volunteers helps to determine the predominate resource concerns in the watershed.  Ac-
tivities and strategies for addressing those concerns can than be developed.  In addition to identifying 
concerns, the information gathered can be used as a tool for general education of the public; as a com-
ponent of a larger watershed plan; or as a resource to obtain funding for implementation projects for 
habitat rehabilitation, water quality improvement, or land planning efforts.    
 
The data gathered should not be considered static.  Conditions in a watershed change over time.  Fu-
ture streamwalks of the same watershed may be planned and the data can become part of a collection 
that captures trends in the watershed over time.  The information can be updated on a regular basis as 
a way of tracking changes, documenting the implementation of projects, and  gauging the impact on 
the resources.  Using a database software program is a helpful way to organize and quantify the data. 
Depending upon the software it is often possible to query the data and categorize it in different ways.  
Also, several database software packages are compatible with Geographic Information Systems (GIS) 
which allows the data to be geographically referenced and associated with other information character-
izing the watershed under investigation.   
 
The way in which the information is presented should depend upon the audience.  In some cases, 
graphs and charts will be most effective in conveying the findings, in other cases using photos of the 
sites may prove more beneficial. 
 
 
Survey Methodology 
The information in this manual was developed 
based on analysis of stream corridors in the 
Northeastern United States.  Some modifica-
tion of the manual and survey sheet may be 
necessary if you plan to conduct a streamwalk 
in an area outside of the Northeastern United 
States. 
  
Ideally, a streamwalk should aim at surveying 
the main stem of the stream and all of its per-
ennial tributaries, as this will provide the most 
comprehensive picture of the watershed.  The 
survey is intended for lotic (flowing waters) not 
lentic (stationary water) waterbodies.  There-
fore, information about large ponds (surface Image 1 
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area >5 acres), lakes, or reservoirs should be re-
corded separately.  The streamwalk survey should 
be conducted during the summer, preferably from 
mid-June to the beginning of September.  During 
this period water flows tend to be lower and slower, 
water temperatures tend to be warmer, and aquatic 
plant growth tends to be abundant.  The combina-
tion of these factors makes it easier to observe po-
tential water quality concerns, stream morphology, 
stream substrate (streambed), and vegetation.  Low 
flows during this time also provide safer conditions 
for the streamwalk volunteers.   
 
The survey can be conducted by walking along, 
wading in, or boating the watercourse.  Safety, li-
ability, accessibility, water depth, and availability of 
resources (canoes, boats, people) should be consid-
ered when deciding the method to be used for sur-
veying a section of stream.   
 
Remember this is a screening tool, not the final 
determination on the status of the river.  There-
fore, volunteers should feel comfortable giving 
their best assessment of the conditions they observe.  They should not put themselves at risk in 
order to collect information. 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Stream Flow 
The continuous presence of water and the relationship 
between active channel width and water depth are  
important fish habitat indicators.   
• A wide, shallow stream usually does not contain 

adequate pool habitat or vegetative cover to sus-
tain fish populations, and often resembles continuous 
riffle habitat (Hunter, 1991).   

• A narrow, deep channel usually provides a variety 
of habitats characterized by undercut banks and 
overhanging vegetation (Hunter, 1991)  

• In addition, stream flow affects the amount of oxy-
gen, organic matter (food), and types of aquatic 
organisms in a stream. 

The two major components of stream flow are baseflow 
and runoff.   
• Baseflow consists of the discharge that originates 

from groundwater.  During prolonged dry periods 
the natural flow of streams originates from base-
flow.   

• Runoff is that portion of precipitation that reaches a 
stream channel from shallow subsurface flow, 
groundwater, and surface runoff (overland flow).  
Surface runoff occurs when precipitation exceeds 
the infiltration capacity of the soil (the soil cannot 
absorb all of the precipitation).   

Streamwalk Process — Basic Steps 
• Identify a Watershed(s) to conduct a streamwalk 
• Recruit volunteers 
• Conduct a training session 
• Collect the Streamwalk Data 
• Analyze the collected data 
• Prioritize identified areas of concern for restoration/ 

enhancement based on identified biological and social 
community needs 

• Implement conservation practices to address the identi-
fied areas of concern 
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Section 2: Using The Stream Survey Sheet 
 
Introduction 
The Stream Segment Survey Sheet (referred to as “survey sheet” hereafter) is used to collect information 
about the overall physical characteristics of a particular segment of a stream, and to identify areas of concern 
where management efforts may be pursued.  Areas of concern are sections of a stream where the physical 
conditions indicate a problem may exist for aquatic life and/or human uses.  
 
Each survey sheet contains a table for documenting areas of concern (see Appendix).  Most of the areas of con-
cern you will identify during the streamwalk result from human manipulation within the watershed.  Areas 
of concern may affect instream or streamside conditions.  Examples include a reduction of riparian vege-
tation, stream bank or channel erosion, gully erosion, barriers to fish passage, litter, and impoundments.  
Excessive algae, vascular plant growth, discharge pipes, color and clarity changes in water, and sedimen-
tation may be signs of water quality problems resulting from non-point source pollution. Information 
about large ponds (surface area >5 acres), lakes, or reservoirs should be recorded separately.   
 
 
Defining Stream Segments 
Dividing Streams into Segments: 
As one proceeds from the head waters (source) of a stream towards the outlet (mouth), changes in the 
stream’s appearance may be observed.  Slopes tend to be steeper in the headwaters and less steep as one 
proceeds downstream.  The streambed, or substrate, of upland streams is composed mostly of large ma-
terials, while small materials are often found in lowland rivers.  Lowland streams tend to be more sinu-
ous, while upland streams tend to have straighter patterns.  Major changes of streamside vegetation also 
may be observed in different reaches of a stream.  A separate survey sheet should be filled out every time 
you observe a consistent change(s) in the physical characteristics of a stream, such as slope, width, depth, 
substrate materials, streamside vegetation, etc. which would indicate that you are in a different segment 
or reach of the stream system.  The length of a stream segment should be a minimum of 1,000 feet.  
In rivers where the average active channel width is greater than 100 feet the minimum stream 
segment length should be 3000 feet.  
 
You can make some initial speculation about stream segments before you start surveying. USGS topog-
raphic maps are a great tool for doing this.  From the topographic map you can make determinations 
about a stream’s topography and flow pattern.  The maps show wetlands and developed and undevel-
oped areas, as well as ponds, lakes, and reservoirs larger than five acres which will not be part of the sur-
vey.  (If you are not familiar with topographic maps you can read Chapter 1 of Map Reading and Watershed 
Delineation Skills for Inland Wetland Commissioners by the Connecticut Department of Environmental Pro-
tection).  Typically, the scale of the topographic maps used for a stream survey is 1 inch = 2,000 feet 
(1:24,000).   
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Using your topographic map you can divide a stream system into segments by following these guide-
lines: 

• Start a new segment at the beginning 
of every tributary and at every tributary 
junction. 

• Start a new segment at significant slope 
changes.  

• Start a new segment at the outlet of 
ponds, lakes, or reservoirs (>5 acres).  

• Start a new segment with significant 
changes in one or more of the physical 
conditions of  the stream corridor such 
as substrate, riparian vegetation, stream 
width, stream depth, among others. 

 
Once you begin surveying the stream you can 
modify your hypothetical segments based on 
your field observations of changes in substrate 
materials, changes in stream depth and width, 
and changes in streamside vegetation (both 
type and amount).  Remember, the mini-
mum length for a stream segment is 1000 linear feet, and 3000 
feet for rivers where the average active channel 
width is greater than 100 feet.  (See figure 1).  Es-
tablishing minimum segment lengths creates a way 
to identify significant changes in stream conditions 
that are not a result of inherent variability in stream 
morphology.  .   
 
Defining and describing stream segments is impor-
tant in differentiating the physical characteristics of 
the stream and to identify significant habitat.  This 
information is also helpful for locating important 
areas for fish habitat, isolating areas of concern, and 
locating healthy sections of stream.  Once identified, 
plans for the protection or improvement of these 
areas can be developed.    
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Map not to scale 

Determining Slope from a Topographic Map:   
The slope of a stream, or section of stream, can be 
determined by dividing the change in elevation by the 
linear distance (i.e. length) of the section.  Mathemati-
cally determining slope can be written as (h2 - h1)/d, 
where h1 is the lower elevation, h2 is the higher eleva-
tion, and d is the distance between the two points.  
•To determine the change in elevation count the num-
ber of contour lines within the section of stream (the 
change in elevation between two contour lines in a 
topographic map with a scale of 1:24,000 is 10 feet). 

•To measure the linear distance of the section use a 
scale or a ruler placed perpendicular to the contour 
lines, remember that at a 1:24,000 scale 1 inch = 
2,000 feet. 

•For example, using Figure 3, assume the elevation at 
pt A (h2) is 330 feet; at pt C (h1) is 250 feet; linear 
distance is 1.5 inches = 3000’(d) ;  The resulting 
equation is  (330 – 250)/3000 = 0.027 = 2.7%)  

Figure 3: Survey Segments 

Map not to scale 
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Physical Characteristics Used to Describe Streams: 
 
Describing a Stream: 
The technical term for describing a stream is stream morphology.   Stream morphology examines a 
stream’s dimension, pattern, and profile.  Dimension refers to the cross sectional shape of the stream 
channel.  Pattern refers to how a stream meanders over the landscape.  Profile refers to a stream’s gradi-
ent or slope.  The profile of a stream characterizes its change in elevation over distance.  For many 
streams, slope decreases continuously from headwaters to mouth, as a function of local topography and 
geology.  Often, in the headwaters a great deal of elevation is lost over short distances; consequently, 
these sections of streams are generally steep and straight, with a stair-step appearance.  As the gradient 
decreases the stream assumes a pool riffle configuration.  Further down-gradient the stream becomes 
flatter and it meanders through a flat floodplain (Hunter, 1991).   (See Figure 2).   

 
The various morphological features that a stream may exhibit from its headwaters to mouth include the 
following: 

• Cascades are sections with an extremely high gradient (8-30% slopes).  Water flows in these sections 
are very turbulent.  Water may fall freely or bounce off large stones or exposed bedrock in the 
stream’s channel.  Spacing of pools is less than one channel width.  Pools are small areas of deeper 
water with slower flows. 

• Step-Pool sections are high gradient (3-8% slopes). Large substrate materials that form a series of 
steps and pools characterize these sections.  Pools are small areas of deeper water with slower 
flows.  Pool spacing is one to four channel widths.   

• Pool-Riffle sections are moderate gradient (1-3% slopes) segments with an undulating bed that 
forms a sequence of pools and riffles.  Riffles are topographic high points formed by accumulations 
of coarse sediments.  Pools are topographic low areas with slower velocities and fine bottom sedi-
ments.  Pool spacing is five to seven channel widths. 

• Runs are long channels with somewhat turbulent and fast flows in low to moderate slopes.  These 
sections of stream contain occasional riffles, and diversity of substrate materials. 

• Flats/Glides sections are typically low gradient (<1% slopes), smooth flowing channels with low 
velocities and no visible turbulence.  The substrate is primarily composed of fine materials. 

 
It is likely that more than one of these stream features will be encountered in any given stream segment 
that a volunteer surveys.  (See figure 4).   
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 4: Longitudnal profile of a stream and associated stream systems. 
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Substrate 
Substrate, sometimes referred to as the streambed, includes everything on the bottom of a stream. (See 
Image 2).   The materials on the bottom of a stream are highly variable, consisting of both inorganic and 
organic material. General composition of the substrate depends on local soils and bedrock, the stream 
velocity, and the type of streamside vegetation. 
 
Local soils and bedrock conditions will affect the type of inorganic materials comprising a streambed.  
For example, streams in areas with sandy surficial materials may be more likely to have sandy substrates, 
whereas a stream running through a region dominated by bedrock might be dominated by gravel and 
cobbles.  Inorganic substrates can be separated into size classes.  The following are the most commonly 
used classifications of inorganic stream substrate materials: 

• Silt is made up of tiny particles; individual grains are 
hardly visible to the eye.  Silts feel smooth to the touch 
(like wet flour). 

• Sand is made up of tiny mineral particles up to 0.1 inch 
in diameter.  The individual grains are readily visible to 
the eye at close distance.  Sand feels gritty to the touch. 

• Gravel is made up of small stones ranging from 0.1 inch 
to 2 inches in diameter.  Gravel grains are visible to the 
eye.  Gravel feels very gritty. 

• Cobble is made up of small stones 2 to 10 inches in di-
ameter.  The average size is about the size of a grapefruit. 

• Boulders are stones greater than 10 inches in diameter. 
• Bedrock is solid rock. 

 
A stream’s velocity, or flow influences the composition of substrate materi-
als.  The faster the current the larger the particle size it can carry.  Subse-
quently, in higher gradient streams with fast flows the smaller particle sized 
materials (silt, sand, gravel) tend to be transported out of the stream reach, 
leaving the larger sized particles on the stream bottom.  In contrast, in lower 
gradient streams with slow flows, the smaller sized particles are deposited 
on the stream bottom.  In other words, streams with fast flows tend to have 
large substrate materials, while slow flowing streams tend to have finer sub-
strate materials.      

 
Along with the inorganic materials found on a streambed, organic materi-
als, primarily composed of plant debris (stems, logs, leaves), can be found 
on the substrate.  The type and amount of streamside vegetation intro-
duces this allocthonous material into the stream system.  Organic matter 
provides food and shelter for aquatic organisms, and, in some cases, can 
affect stream flow patterns.   
 

 
Substrate has numerous direct and indirect effects on the living organisms of running waters.  It pro-
vides a surface to cling to or to burrow into, shelter from current, material for use by macroinverte-
brates in the construction of shelter, and refuge from predators.  In shallow streams substrate materials 
can also influence water oxygenation.  The larger the substrate material the more turbulent the water 
flow, which results in more air-water mixing. 
 

Allocthonous Material 
The organic matter that a 
stream receives from pro-
duction that occurred out-
side the stream channel 
(Stream Ecology. Structure 
and Function of Running 
Waters, J. David Allan) 

Macroinvertebrates 
For the purpose of the stream-
walk they are insects that 
spend a portion of their life 
cycle in a stream.  Examples 
include Trichoptera, Odonata, 
Lepidoptera, Plecoptera,  may-
fly, damselfly, dragonfly... 

Image 2 
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Impoundments 
Impounding a stream usually alters the stream’s temperature, flow patterns, and sediment transport ca-
pacity.  Impounded areas have larger surface areas that are typically exposed to direct solar radiation.  If 
the flow is relatively slow a reservoir will develop thermal stratification typical of lakes (warm water on 
top and cold denser water on bottom).  Shallow ponds or ponds with high flushing rates may not ther-
mally stratify or only stratify briefly, so increases in temperature from solar radiation are uniform 
through the water column.  Elevated temperatures can lead to a loss of species diversity within the 
stream system due to decreased levels of dissolved oxygen and/or stream temperatures beyond the tol-
erance range for specific aquatic species. 
 
In addition to affecting stream temperatures, impoundments usually modify local hydrology.  Dimin-
ished stream flow due to evaporation losses or con-
sumptive uses may affect a stream dramatically.  
Modifications to the flow regime of a stream may 
disrupt normal stream scour patterns, vegetative 
growth, water quality, flood storage, and other natu-
ral processes (CT DEP 1995a).  Excavated ponds 
developed outside of the confines of the flowing 
watercourse generally have limited impact upon 
normal hydrologic processes and flow regimes (CT 
DEP, 1995a) 
 
Created ponds that incorporate a stream will alter 
the stream’s bank, bottom, and flow, and sediment 
transport.  Changes to the vegetative communities 
along the streambank and alteration of the stream-
bed will result in changes in the suitability of these 
areas to support aquatic species, terrestrial wildlife, 
and bird life (CT DEP, 1995a). 
 
Changes in sediment load due to the presence of an 
impoundment or in-stream excavation may also af-
fect habitat values significantly.  Impoundments im-
pede fish passage and may adversely affect fish that 
rely upon migration for spawning, as well as resi-
dent freshwater species with spawning areas dis-
tinctly separated from adult holding areas (CT DEP, 
1995a). 
 
 
Visual Water Conditions 
The clarity, color, and turbidity of water may indicate concentrations of algae or suspended solids.  
Cloudy or different colored water may be a result of natural processes or pollution from land use within 
the watershed. Turbidity can be the result of organic or inorganic suspended particles.  Algae, decom-
posing plant materials, sands, silts, and clays are some of the materials that may cause turbidity or color 
in a stream.  Keep in mind that water can be clear (not turbid) and colored at the same time. 
 
In clear streams submerged objects should be visible at depths equal to or greater than 1.5 feet.  In clear 
streams less than 1.5 feet deep substrate materials should be distinctly visible.  Brown-red water could 

Effects of Water Temperature  
Variations in water temperature from one section 
of a stream to another result primarily from the 
extent of streamside vegetation and the tempera-
ture of water inputs from ground water, tributar-
ies, and surface runoff.  
  
Less streamside vegetation permits more solar 
radiation and, therefore, higher stream tempera-
tures.  Impoundments also result in higher stream 
temperatures.  
 
Temperature fluctuations are more common and 
pronounced in small and intermediate sized 
streams.  
 
Increased stream temperatures can affect aquatic 
organisms and the stream environment in many 
ways: 
• High temperatures kill fish directly 
• Decrease dissolved oxygen concentrations, 

which are essential to the respiratory metabo-
lism of most aquatic organisms 

• Increase susceptibility of fish to disease by 
increasing bacteriological activities,  

• Affect availability of food 
• Alter feeding activities of fish 
• Alter the community composition of both 

macroinvertebrates and fish 
• Promote algal and aquatic vascular plant 

growth 
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be an indicator of naturally occurring iron, iron bacteria from a leaching old pipe, or decomposing 
organic matter.  Yellow or tea color water could indicate that water passed through peaty soils and 
carries leaching humic acids from decaying organic matter.  Foamy water could be an indicator of 
waste water discharge or detergents.  Green water can be an indicator 
of excessive algal growth.  Oily multicolored reflections on the water 
surface could indicate oil or gasoline. 
 
When examining visual water conditions ask yourself, is the bottom of 
the stream clearly visible?  Is it muddy? Is it tea-colored? Is it clear? Do 
you see floating particles?  By collecting a water sample in a clear glass 
jar and examining it against a plain white background you can answer 
these questions.  (See image 3).  Most streams could seem turbid dur-
ing or soon after a rain event which is why you should only survey the 
stream during normal summer flow conditions and not immediately 
after a storm. 
 
 
Algae and Vascular Aquatic Plants 
For the purpose of this survey, algae refer to all microscopic photosynthetic organisms including dia-
toms and blue-green algae.  Algae, usually single celled and microscopic, sometimes occur in such 
abundance that they color the water and give it a distinctive odor.  The single cells of some algae are 
joined together to form chains or mats that resemble dense growths of larger plants. 
 
Algae are important food producers in the aquatic environment.  In manufacturing food, algae release 
oxygen, increasing the amount of dissolved oxygen in the water.  When overabundant, their decay 
may deplete the oxygen in the water and cause “summer kills” of aquatic organisms (fish and macro-
invertebrates).  Green and blue-green algae are indicators of nutrient rich waters. 
 
Vascular aquatic plants generally have roots, stems, and leaves with tube-like conductive tissues that 
transfer food and water and aid in supporting the plant.  Some vascular plants grow completely sub-
merged, others are rooted in the bottom, but their leaves or flowers may be on or above the surface.  

Some emergent vegetation, such as 
rushes, reeds, or grasses, which are 
adapted to grow in saturated soils and 
shallow waters, may also be found in 
streams. (See image 4) 
 
Riparian Vegetation  
The term “riparian” refers to areas adja-
cent to stream channels.  Riparian zones 
form an important transition between 
terrestrial and freshwater systems.  
“Riparian vegetation” refers to the plants 
that occur naturally within the riparian 
zone. 
 
 

 

Image 3 

Image 4 
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Part of the riparian vegetation can be classified as ‘streamside cover’  (See Figure 5).  Streamside cover is 
defined as the first 15-20 feet from the edge of the active channel.  The vegetation comprising the  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

).  
 

streamside cover is an important component of a stream ecosystem because it provides streambank sta-
bility, erosion and flood control, water quality protection, fish and wildlife habitat, and scenic beauty.  
Plant roots bind soil in stream banks and reduce erosion.  It can deflect the cutting action of swift flow-
ing stormwater, expanding surface ice, and strong winds.  Streamside vegetation keeps the water cool by 
providing shade, and it provides habitat for aquatic and terrestrial creatures.  In addition, plant litter that 
falls in upland streams, allochthonous material, is a major source of food for organisms in the stream.   
 
   
Streambank Erosion 
Generally, eroding or unstable banks are character-
ized by a lack of vegetation, steep bank angles, and 
exposed bank heights greater than 3 feet above the 
water surface (See Figure 6).  Streambank erosion 
can occur primarily in two ways: the forces of flow-
ing water (hydraulic forces) removing erodible mate-
rials, or the forces of gravity acting on streambank 
materials.   
 
Under natural conditions flowing water will follow a 
sinuous pattern (serpentine or wavy form).  The 
stream’s sinuosity is the measure of how straight or 
curved a river is.  Depending on the degree of sinu-
osity, streams may be classified as either straight or 
meandering. Using a topographic map or aerial pho-
tograph, volunteers can identify potential streambank erosion sites by locating deep meanders and sedi-
ment bars/islands.   When a stream flows through two or more channels divided by bars or islands, it is 
called a braided stream.  Braiding results when the stream’s sediment load (the amount of sediments car-

Figure 6: Characteristics of an eroding streambank 

Figure 5.  Basic components of a stream system  (USEPA, 1997 
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ried by running water) is large in relation to its discharge, slope, and channel depth.  When these condi-
tions occur, the stream’s channel tends to fill, and the stream breaks through its banks to form new 
channels.  The sediment load of a stream can be generated as a result of streambank erosion, streambed 
erosion, or inputs from the upland watershed area.  Sometimes sediment bars occur in isolated sites or 
are not long enough to represent a separate 
section of a stream, but they could be a sign 
of excessive sedimentation from developing 
or developed areas.  Mass wasting (large 
slumps) of soil at the toe of the bank is a 
good indication of streambank instabilities.    
 
  
Adjacent Land Uses and Non-point 
Source Pollution 
Land uses within a watershed have signifi-
cant impacts on water quality, water quantity 
and natural stream processes.     
 
Urban, suburban, and agricultural land uses 
are major originators of non-point source pollution.  Animal and agricultural wastes, eroded sediments, 
fertilizer, and pesticides can enter streams through surface runoff.  Parking lots, industrial sites, roads, 
and lawns in urban, suburban, and residential areas are sources of sediments, hydrocarbons, heavy met-
als, and nutrients.  Stormwater discharge pipes provide direct inputs of runoff from roads, urban, com-
mercial, and residential areas into streams. 
 
Non-point source pollution primarily results from rain water that becomes contaminated when it falls 
through the air and flows over the land as it makes its way to a water body.  This “contaminated water”, 
typically called stormwater runoff, can enter a water body from an identifiable source such as a separate 
storm sewer outfall, or it can flow directly into a water body without an easily identified point of entry.  
In addition, non-point source pollution can also result from groundwater discharges (e.g., septic sys-
tems).  Regardless of the point of entry, non-point source pollution is diffuse in its origin (CT DEP, 
1995b).  (See Figure 7). 
  

Sedimentation and Aggradation 
• Sedimentation occurs when a stream’s flow (current or velocity) 

does not have enough energy to transport the sediment arriv-
ing from upstream.   

• Aggradation occurs when continual deposition of sediments 
results in a general increase in streambed elevation. 

• Embeddedness , is another sign of sedimentation.  It is the ex-
tent to which the larger substrate materials, such as boulders, 
cobbles, and gravel, are surrounded or covered by fine sedi-
ments, such as sands, silts, and clays is another sign of sedimen-
tation .  High percentages of embeddedness can result in loss 
of fish spawning and rearing habitat and aquatic insect habi-
tat (Hunter, 1991).  The percent of embeddedness is usually 
proportional to percent of fine particles in the substrate com-
position. 

Figure 7.  Pathways of non-point source pollution 
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Areas of Concern and Indicators of Water Quality Problems 
During the survey volunteers will be asked to look for areas of concern by recognizing physical conditions 
indicative of water quality problems or stream habitat degradation.  Some of these indicators include lack 
of riparian vegetation, excessive algae growth, turbidity, and exposed streambanks.  Areas with one or 
more of these issues may suffer from high water temperature, low dissolved oxygen, erosion (streambank, 
gully, and channel), or inputs from non-point source pollution (nutrients and sediments).  
 
The segment survey sheets include a form for recording information about the areas of concern encoun-
tered during the streamwalk.  It is important to record and describe accurately the conditions found at the 
site, so that the potential impacts from the site can be assessed and possible remediation measures investi-
gated.  The streamwalk volunteer will assign a site number to each area of concern, record the type(s) of 
concern(s) observed, describe the location (including a notation on the map), and provide a detailed de-
scription of the extent of the condition. 
 
For example, the streamwalk volunteers encountered two areas of concern within their survey area.  The 
first site was an impoundment.  They would assign the number one (1) to the site and record that the con-
cern was an impoundment .  They would note on the map the approximate location of the impoundment 
along the river, as well as estimated distances upstream and/or downstream from identifiable landmarks.  
In describing the impoundment, the volunteer should include approximate height and width of the dam, 
what the dam is made of, and any other notable information.  At the second site, the volunteer notes an 
eroded streambank that lacks riparian vegetation.  They would assign the number two (2) to the site and 
record the types of concerns (eroded streambank and lack of riparian vegetation).  The location would be 
noted.  In describing the site, the volunteer will indicate the approximate linear distance of the eroded 
streambank and height of the streambank.  The length and width of the area lacking riparian vegetation 
would also be noted. 
 
  
 
Concluding Remarks 
This manual is a reference document that supplements the stream segment survey sheet training, and of-
fers additional information to enhance understanding of the resources being evaluated by volunteers.  The 
participation of volunteers in a streamwalk accomplishes two goals.  First, the data gathered through the 
process is an initial step in identifying the resource issues affecting a watershed.  Second, the participation 
of volunteers in the effort engages the community not only in the identification of resource concerns, but 
also in the broader natural resources decision making process.  The actions taken based on the streamwalk 
experience are just the beginning of a process to strengthen and enhance the health of your community’s 
natural resources. 
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Appendix 
Stream Segment Survey Sheet 
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Element 3 

 
Distribution List (3) 

 
The following list identifies the agencies, organizations, and individuals who will receive a copy of our 
approved QAPP and any subsequent revisions. 
 

• Eastern Connecticut Conservation District: Judy Rondeau, Dan Mullins, Jean Pillo, Maura Robie 

• Connecticut Department of Energy and Environmental Protection: Eric Thomas 

• US Environmental Protection Agency: Steven Winnett, Nora Conlon  

• USDA - Natural Resources Conservation Service: Todd Bobowick 

• Towns of North Stonington and Stonington 

• Southeastern Connecticut Council of Governments:  Sam Alexander 

• Streamwalk volunteers 
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Element 4 

 
Project Task/Organization (4) 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Figure 1 

 
 
Key personnel associated with the project are identified in Figure 1.  Judy Rondeau will be directly 
responsible for coordination, management, and implementation of the project, with assistance by Dan 
Mullins and Jean Pillo of ECCD, and technical support by Todd Bobowick of USDA-NRCS.  ECCD will 
be the Streamwalk Project Coordinator (SPC) and will work directly with volunteers to meet individual 
needs based on knowledge of streams, water quality, land use issues, and so forth. 
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Element 5 

Problem Definition/Background (5) 

 
Inner Wequetequock Cove, located in Stonington, CT, does not meet water quality standards for its 
designated uses. Inner Wequetequock Cove (CT-E1_003), located from the railroad crossing at the 
south end of the Cove upstream to the saltwater limit adjacent to State Route 1, is listed in the 2016 
State of Connecticut Integrated Water Quality Report as impaired for its designated uses. These include 
habitat for marine life, other aquatic life and wildlife, recreation, and the direct consumption of 
shellfish, due to estuarine bioassessments and excess algal growth related to pollutant sources such as 
stormwater, agricultural activities, and other unidentified upstream sources. The 2016 Integrated Water 
Quality Report does not provide causes of the shellfish impairment in inner Wequetequock Cove. 
Suspected sources include marina/boating sanitary on-vessel discharges, municipal point sources, 
onsite treatment systems, residential districts, urban runoff/storm sewers, waterfowl (Katie O’Brien-
Clayton, personal communication, March 6, 2019). The Total Maximum Daily Load (TMDL) for Estuary 
12: Stonington Appendix (CT DEEP, 2013) to the Statewide Total Maximum Daily Load (TMDL) for Bacteria-
Impaired Waters (CT DEEP, 2012) cites illicit discharges, failing septic systems, marinas, stormwater 
runoff, and nuisance wildlife/pets as potential bacteria sources to the impaired segments in the 
Stonington estuary. 
 
Land use in the Anguilla Brook watershed (Fig. 1), which is located in North Stonington and 
Stonington and discharges to Wequetequock Cove, is mixed, with commercial development located 
primarily along state routes, including the Routes 1, 1A and 184 corridors and in the village of 
Pawcatuck, located in the southeastern part of the watershed. Residential development is scattered 
throughout the watershed and is primarily rural in character. According to land use/land cover data 
from the Center for Landuse Education and Research (CLEAR), approximately 59% of the watershed is 
undeveloped (forest, wetlands or water), 24% is developed, and 17% is under agricultural use (Fig. 2). 
Potential sources of the observed bacterial contamination from these land uses includes NPS from 
stormwater runoff, poorly maintained or failing septic systems, pet and livestock waste/manure 
management, and agricultural practices such as spreading manure on fields. 
 
The Eastern Connecticut Conservation District (ECCD) will recruit and train local volunteers to 
conduct stream corridor assessments of perennial tributary streams to Wequetequock Cove (Fig. 1) 
utilizing a methodology developed by the USDA Natural Resources Conservation Service. The purpose 
of this protocol is to identify and document features and/or conditions that could be contributing to 
the observed degradation of Wequetequock Cove. Many people are unaware of how their actions and 
various land uses can alter water quality.  Moreover, the general public is unaware of the level of work 
that goes into water quality improvement or how many local, state, and federal agencies are invested 
and involved in water quality activities.  Hence, the dilemma we are facing is not solely a result of a 
lack of land use/water quality data, rather it is also inextricably tied to public awareness and 
understanding of and involvement in natural resource conservation.  The streamwalk process provides 
the opportunity to educate citizens on resource conservation and management efforts. 
 
By having local volunteers visually assess the streams channel in the Anguilla Brook watershed, this 
project will put volunteers in direct contact with the brook and its surrounding environment.  Thus, 
they are able to learn about how natural and manmade elements affect the environment.  Local 
residents, municipalities, and organizations can use the education they receive as part of the project in 
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Element 5 (continued) 

 
conjunction with the data generated by the project to devise strategies and actions to take in order to 
meet current and future locally defined watershed needs.  In this way, our project not only encourages 
public participation in resource management, but also creates avenues for the public to direct local and 
regional resource management actions. 
 
Prior to recommending or implementing any methods to address the water quality problems 
mentioned above, it is necessary to identify the sources contributing to the degraded water quality in 
the basin.  By enlisting local volunteers to conduct a visual assessment of the physical characteristics of 
the perennial streams and rivers in the watershed, our Anguilla Brook streamwalk addresses the need 
to identify potential contributors of nonpoint source pollution. 
 
Local residents, concerned citizens, watershed and conservation organizations, municipal officials, 
conservation districts, and state and federal agencies will work together to determine what factors add 
to the watershed’s water quality problems and will provide data that can be used to help improve 
water quality in the region.  Participation of volunteers in the streamwalk effectively and actively 
involves people in and educates them about watershed resource management.  By increasing the 
awareness and understanding of local residents about the resource issues facing them, we improve the 

chances of finding practical, effective solutions to those issues.  Moreover, the streamwalk program 
creates an opportunity to establish a cadre of local voices to contribute to natural resource conservation 
and protection efforts. 
 
It is important to emphasize that the data collection process is as important as, if not more so, than the 
collected data; it is the process that involves and educates people.  Furthermore, the process does not 
necessarily end with the collection of data.  The education volunteers receive and their involvement in 
the project can be taken to the next step by having those people use the collected data as a foundation 
upon which to discuss future directions of environmental quality, resource prioritization, and potential 
actions to take to address the resource needs of the watershed.     
 
The information from the Anguilla Brook streamwalk will be linked digitally to a geographic 
information system (GIS).  Creating this link will enable Streamwalk Project Coordinators or other 
interested parties to evaluate the streamwalk data in relationship to extant GIS data layers such as land 
cover/land use, soils, natural diversity database, and water quality/water use information.  Moreover, 
areas of concern or other areas of note will be digitized as a set of points and incorporated as a GIS 
layer (i.e. geographically registered set of features).  It will then be possible to click on a point and 
digitally call up streamwalk data associated with that area.   
 
Using the information gathered by volunteers, municipalities, agencies, local organizations, and 
concerned citizens can ascertain key areas of concern, resource needs, and, with public input, plan 
future conservation measures to address the identified needs. ECCD will use the collected streamwalk 
data to assist in developing a watershed-based plan for the Anguilla Brook watershed. 
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Element 6 

 
Project/Task Description (6) 
 
Concept 
 
A streamwalk is a volunteer-based program that serves two functions: it is a public education and 
outreach tool and a data gathering exercise.  Furthermore, the program actively involves the public in 
resource conservation efforts, and increases awareness and understanding of water resource related 
issues.  Using data collection sheets developed USDA-Natural Resources Conservation Service (NRCS) 
personnel and revised in 2008, local volunteers, trained by qualified personnel, will record observations 
of the physical condition of the riparian zones and in-stream characteristics for perennial streams in the 
Anguilla Brook watershed, including Anguilla Brook itself.  The standardization of the collection sheets 
promotes consistency and helps establish quality control for data collection.  Through the training 
session and by conducting field surveys, volunteers are learning about the physical conditions of a 
watershed as well as the learning about the relationship between human activity and the natural world 
 
Recruiting of volunteers will take place in July 2019.  Neither sampling nor quantifying of data will be 
required of the volunteers.  Rather, the information gathered by volunteers will be a qualitative 
assessment of the watershed.  Volunteers will also be supplied with handheld geographic positioning 
system (GPS) units and digital cameras in order to field locate and photodocument their findings.  
Upon completion, the data collected will be compiled to identify areas of concern as indicated by 
diminished riparian zones, undefined point source discharges, erosion and sedimentation sources, 
undesirable algae and aquatic plant growth, and other visible resource impairments.  Project managers 
will quantify portions of the data by querying the database and generate associated reports detailing 
those queries. 
 

Proposed Plan of Work 

Item Task 
Anticipated 

Completion Date 

1 Update and submit previously approved QAPP (RFA #12095).  June 2019 

2 Prepare GIS maps showing each delineated stream survey area and basin. July 2019 

3 
Prepare streamwalk survey materials, including survey sheets, monitoring manual, volunteer 
packet information (job description, project letter, etc.). July 2019 

4 Press releases about the project and promotion of the effort through contact with the media. July 2019 

5 
List of recruited volunteers for the streamwalk and copy of materials in volunteer packet (e.g 
letter describing the streamwalk project, volunteer job description, etc.). 

July 2019 

6 Training session(s), including field exercise. July 2019 

7 Conduct streamwalks.  Aug – Sept 2019 

8 Process field data/complete Microsoft Excel database. Oct – Nov 2019 

9 Prepare streamwalk summary report. December 2019 

10 Present streamwalk summary report to project partners/stakeholders. January 2020 
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Element 7 

 
Data Quality Objectives for Measurement Data (7) 
 
The project goals for this project are to sufficiently train a group of volunteers such that they can 
accurately and consistently determine the physical characteristics of the Anguilla Brook watershed, and 
to identify potential contributors of nonpoint source pollution. 
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Element 8 

 
Training Requirements/Certification (8) 

 
Volunteers will be required to participate in a training session in order to learn how to use the data 
collection sheets and to familiarize themselves with basic stream ecology/morphology and water 
quality concepts.  The training session will be conducted in a one-day, two-part program.  The training 
will be conducted by Judy Rondeau, the Streamwalk Project Coordinator (SPC) at ECCD.  During the 
indoor portion of the program, volunteers will learn how to use the data collection sheets, and will be 
familiarized with the basic principles of using topographic maps, aerial photographs, and other 
materials helpful in conducting their surveys.  A powerpoint presentation will acquaint participants 
with the types of conditions they will be looking for and the factors affecting water quality and to 
acquaint volunteers with potential scenarios they may be evaluating in the field. 
 
The outdoor portion of the training program will be devoted to providing volunteers with some field 
experience.  Volunteers will travel to a local site (predetermined by Judy Rondeau,) and will fill out 
data collection sheets for a section of the chosen stream.  The trainer will then compare the survey 
sheets completed by different teams in order to demonstrate to volunteers the variation that might 
occur in interpreting field conditions, and discuss what the most appropriate assessment of the field 
conditions would be and why.  The trainer will offer suggestions on how to best conduct surveys as 
well as reminders of the materials necessary and appropriate to be safe and accurate when conducting 
field work.  Volunteers are considered trained when they demonstrate they can assess field conditions 
and complete the field sheets to the satisfaction of the trainer. The trainer will keep a list of people who 
have completed the streamwalk training. 
 
Having all the volunteers participate in the same training program fosters consistency in approach to 
and understanding of the resource issues being addressed by the streamwalk survey.    
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Element 9 

 
Documentation and Records (9) 

 
Each team of volunteers will be given a packet containing data collection sheets and two GIS-produced 
maps of the survey area.  One map is to be used and marked in the field while the other is intended to 
have the field data transcribed onto it.  The “final draft” map provides a cleaner format for final 
records.  Both maps will be returned to SPCs and will be retained in the project file. 
 
Data collection sheets are to be filled out by volunteers at the time of their field walk.  Volunteers will 
record their names, the date of the survey, the survey basin code, stream name (if there is one), the 
reach code, and the designated stream type.   
 
In addition to compiling information on the data sheets provided, volunteers will geo-reference areas 
of concern using a handheld Garmin GPS unit and record the waypoint number of each area of concern 
on the corresponding data sheet.  The area of concern will be photo-documented using a digital 
camera.  The picture number will be recorded with the GPS waypoint on the data sheet. 
 
Once all streams in a survey area are walked, packets will be returned to SPCs.  Information from the 
data collection sheets will then be entered into the database.  The database will be used to generate 
reports to quantify portions of the qualitative data (e.g. number of impaired sites, number of sites with 
less than 25 feet of uninterrupted riparian zone, etc.).  Field sheets will be stored in the project file and a 
computer disk backup of the database will be maintained to protect the data. 
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Elements 10-13 

 
Streamwalk Design and Methods (10-13) 
 
Method (Process Design) 
 
Anguilla Brook, Wheeler Brook and Donahue Brook are tributaries to Wequetequock Cove.  Each 
stream will be divided into discrete stream segments by ECCD staff based on stream morphology as 
defined by the Rosgen Stream Classification method.  Geographic Information System (GIS)-generated 
maps will be produced and provided to volunteers for reference and recording information.  Specific 
information includes items such as, but not limited to, areas of concern, locations where pictures and 
GPS waypoints were taken, notations to identify physical characteristics for which there might not be a 
specific place on the survey sheet, and any additional observations volunteers feel noteworthy and 
helpful.  The Anguilla Brook watershed will be given a unique identifier (the CT DEEP-designated 
drainage basin codes will be used so information from the project can be incorporated readily by the 
CT DEEP).  A GIS map showing the entire watershed and delineating all survey areas will also be 
produced and maintained for project records. 
 
Volunteers will be required to participate in a training session in order to review the data collection 
sheets and to familiarize themselves with basic stream ecology/morphology and water quality 
concepts, or to accompany another volunteer who has been trained.  The training session will enable 
SPCs to establish consistency among volunteers in their evaluation and reporting methods and will 
thus serve as a component of quality control.  As described in the Training Requirements/Certification 
section (Element 8), volunteers will evaluate a section of stream as part of their outdoor exercise.  The 
survey sheets will be compared and variations will be discussed.  This exercise will help reinforce 
consistent reporting methods.  Volunteers will select the survey area(s) they desire to evaluate.  This 
method of self-determination gives volunteers the opportunity to select a site appealing or important to 
them and therefore enhances the value of the undertaking for the participants. 
 
Volunteers will conduct surveys, in teams of at least two, during August and September when water 
levels are lower, flows are slower, and ambient temperatures are higher.  Survey areas will average 
between 1-3 linear miles of stream depending on local conditions.  Conducting the survey during the 
summer months is preferred because it represents worst case conditions for stream ecology.  Several 
additional benefits include increased safety and increased visibility of potential areas of concern 
(excessive algal growth, increased deposition, bank scouring, open canopy, etc.).  Preferably, volunteers 
will not conduct surveys during or immediately after a rainstorm event because of the effects the event 
may have on normal conditions such as washing away algae, or obscuring the presence of aquatic 
vegetation, or making it difficult to determine what normal turbidity, water levels or water color are.  
While some sources of pollution occur during storm events, these are not necessarily the focus of the 
stream survey.  It will be requested during the training session that volunteers note on their survey 
sheets if they conducted during or immediately after a storm event.  In addition to the potential 
problems a storm event may cause in evaluating a site for the based on the survey sheets, high water 
may potentially create safety hazards for volunteers.  The survey can be conducted on foot or by 
canoe/boat.  The method of surveying depends on the water depth, what resources are available to the 
volunteer, and accessibility to the river. 
 
The SPC will notify the public prior to the field data collection dates by posting the information at the 
local municipal office as well as a notice in a newspaper.  The local law authorities will also be  
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Elements 10-13 (continued) 

 
contacted.  Landowners will be identified prior to the streamwalk and contacted for permission to enter 
onto their land to conduct the streamwalk.  In addition, volunteers will carry several copies of a letter 
explaining the streamwalk project and their role in the program while conducting their field work.  The 
letters can be given to any private landowners inquiring about the work the volunteers are doing.  
Should a private landowner request that volunteers leave their property and not survey it, the 
volunteers will respect the request and will leave the property. 
 

What Are We Surveying (Sampling Methods) 
 
Survey areas, as described above, will be delineated by local watershed boundaries.  A survey area can be 
comprised of a single local watershed or a several local watersheds and can contain approximately one 
(1) to three (3) linear miles of perennial watercourses, based on stream morphology.  SPCs will 
delineate the survey areas.  Survey segments will be determined by ECCD staff, using the Rosgen 
Stream Classification Method.  Survey segments are based on geomorphic and morphologic 
characteristics of the streams, including characteristics such as slope, channel form, sinuosity, and 
substrate.  
 
The survey sheets are designed to obtain information about the physical characteristics of the riparian 
zone of perennial streams throughout the watershed as well as some in-stream characteristics of those 
watercourses. 
 
Volunteers, working in teams of at least two, will fill out survey sheets including general information 
such as their name, the identification number(s) of the watershed segment(s) they are surveying, the 
date the survey is conducted, and whether or not the entire length of the stream segment was 
surveyed.  Specific data collected by volunteers regarding the condition of the riparian zone include a 
description of the type of stream (e.g. step-pool, pool-riffle, run, glide); the type of vegetation along the 
streambank (e.g deciduous, coniferous, etc.); the amount of each type of vegetation present (low, 
moderate, high); an estimation of the average uninterrupted width of riparian vegetation; and an 
account of the immediately adjacent land uses associated with the segment of surveyed river.   
 
In-stream characteristics to be recorded include the average water depth and average width of water of 
a segment; substrate material (e.g. cobbles, gravel, sand etc.); the type of segment (e.g. cascade, riffle-
pool, etc.); the appearance of the water (e.g. clear, turbid, colored, etc.); and whether or not any algae or 
aquatic vegetation is present. 
 
Furthermore, volunteers will note on the reach level survey sheets any areas, in their opinion, thought 
to be of concern to water quality.  Area of concern sheets will be included in the survey packet so 
volunteers can provide more detailed information about the location of concern (please see attached 
sample survey sheets for more detail).  A digital camera and a handheld GPS unit will be provided in 
each volunteer packet so volunteers can photo-document and field locate their findings. 
 
Output and Goals (Sampling Handling) 
 
Upon completion of their surveying, volunteers can return their survey sheets, digital cameras and GPS 
units to the SPC either through the mail or by dropping the materials off directly.  Individual 
arrangements can be made with volunteers if they anticipate problems with mailing or dropping off 
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Elements 10-13 (continued) 
 

Compilation and distribution of the collected data will occur in two ways.  First, the information 
recorded by the volunteers will be entered into a computer database that can be electronically linked to 
a GIS.  The database will function as an interactive tool that can be updated to incorporate new 
information about any survey segment within the study area.  Second, a written report, including GIS- 
produced maps marking areas of environmental significance, will document the volunteers’ findings.  
 
The report will summarize the findings of the streamwalk, noting both areas of concern and areas 
without concern for water quality.  The report and database will be distributed to municipalities and 
other state, federal, and local environmental organizations involved in the effort.  Volunteers will be 
able to obtain a copy of the report if they wish.   
 
Perhaps more valuable than the data collected is the educational role of the streamwalk.  Through the 
streamwalk training program local volunteers receive a basic course in stream ecology/morphology, 
water quality, nonpoint source pollution, and the relationship between a community and its river.  The 
goal of the training is to increase volunteer awareness and understanding of potential impairments to 
the health of the rivers in the watershed, including the causes for and results of riparian zone 
degradation and ways in which riparian areas can be restored.  By conducting the survey, the 
volunteers are putting into practice what they learned through the training session and are put in direct 
contact with the natural resources of their community.  The streamwalk program is a way to activate 
and involve the community; to develop community involvement in the stewardship of local natural 
resources; to encourage local voice.  
 
An additional objective of the program is to find volunteers who will be willing to act as trainers and 
leaders for subsequent streamwalks throughout the basin.  By doing so, this will perpetuate local 
participation in resource conservation and management efforts. 
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Element 14 

 
Quality Control Requirements (14) 
 
In addition to “standardizing” evaluation and reporting techniques through the training session, SPCs 
will survey several streams in the study watershed and complete a “control sheet” for each.  The 
control sheets establish a “standardized” method of inventorying a stream’s resources.  Comparing the 
“control sheets” with volunteer-filled out survey sheets will provide quality control.  Should any 
discrepancies appear, SPCs could conduct a field visit, contact the volunteer who surveyed the site, and 
use aerial photographs and topographic maps to evaluate the site.  Based on the findings appropriate 
changes or notations could be made regarding the site. 
 
Quantitative measurement is not within the scope of the streamwalk information collection process.  
However, to minimize subjectivity all volunteers will be required to participate in a training session in 
order to review the data collection sheets and to familiarize themselves with basic stream 
ecology/morphology and water quality concepts.  The training session will enable SPCs to help 
establish consistency among volunteers in their evaluation and reporting methods and will thus serve 
as a method of quality control.  As part of the outdoor training exercise, volunteers will evaluate a 
section of stream.  The survey sheets from the outdoor training exercise will be compared and 
variations will be discussed.  This exercise will help reinforce consistent reporting methods. 
 
In addition, SPCs will randomly select ten (10) percent of the survey sheets and verify the information 
on the sheets against the information entered into the computer.  This verification process will help 
prevent keystroke errors that might occur as part of the data entry process. 
 
The streamwalk data does not require lab checks.   
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Elements 15-18 

 
Instrument/Equipment Testing, Inspection, and Maintenance Requirements (15) 
Instrument Calibration and Frequency (16) 
Inspection/Acceptance Requirements for Supplies (17) 
Data Acquisition Requirements (18) 
 
Standard Operating Procedures for using a Garmin GPSMAP 76CSx for marking a waypoint in the 
field. 
 
A hand held GPS device is an important tool to collect location information to translate field data onto a digital 
map.  While there are many applications for which a portable GPS unit can be used, the purpose of this 
instruction sheet is solely to instruct the user on how to use the GPS to mark a waypoint in the field. After field 
use, the unit is returned to qualified ECCD staff, who download the information and use it with special mapping 
software. 
 
To Activate the GPS Unit 
 
Step 1.  Turn the unit on by depressing and holding the Power Key until the introduction page is 

displayed and a tone sounds.   
Step 2.  Initialize the GPS receiver by holding the unit in front of you with the top tilted upward.  

When the receiver has signals from at least three satellites, the top of the page changes to 
indicate position accuracy and location coordinates. 

Step 3.  Press and release the PAGE key until the Map Page Appears.   
 
Creating Waypoints  
 
Use the ENTER/MARK key to quickly capture your current location to create a new waypoint.   Press 

and hold the ENTER/MARK key until the Mark Waypoint Page appears.  A default three-digit name 
and symbol will be assigned to the new waypoint.  To accept the waypoint with the default 
information, highlight OK and Press ENTER/MARK quickly (do not hold or a new waypoint will be 
created).  You will return to the map page. 
 
When to create a new Waypoint 
 
A new Waypoint should be created at the beginning or end of a stream segment, or any time an Area of 
Concern has been located.  The Waypoint number should be recorded on the appropriate Stream Level 
Assessment Sheet or Area of Concern Data Sheet.  A photograph should also be taken for each 
waypoint and the picture number recorded next to the waypoint number (see instructions below). 
 
At the end of the Stream Walk, depress and hold the power button until the unit shuts off.  Return the 
GPS unit to ECCD staff.  ECCD staff will download the saved waypoints to a datafile. 
 
Standard Operating Procedures for using an Olympus Stylus 750 All Weather Digital Camera  
 
Step 1.   Turn camera on. 
Step 2.   Use the screen on the back side of the camera to aim the camera at the subject. 
Step 3.   Depress shutter button to capture the image on the memory card. 
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Elements 15-18 (continued) 

 
Step 4.   View the image for quality.  Retake image if necessary. 

 
Step 5.   Turn camera off. 
Step 6.   Record the time on the Stream Level Assessment Sheet or Area of Concern Data Sheet so the 

GPS point can be matched with the correct image. 
Step 7.   Return the camera to ECCD staff, who will download the images and cross reference them to 

the GPS Waypoint data.   
 
Tips:   
• When photographing an Area of Concern, it is good practice to place an object of known size in the 

picture for scale.  
• The GPS unit and camera provided by ECCD have been time synchronized. 
• While the Garmin GPSmap 76CSx and the Olympus Stylus 750 all weather camera are water 

resistant, proper care should be taken to avoid emersion of any electronic equipment in water.  
Therefore, ECCD recommends the equipment be placed in a waterproof bag between uses in the 
field. 
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Element 19 

 
Data Management (19) 

 
Once an entire survey area is completed, volunteers will return their data collection sheets, associated 
maps, handheld GPS units and digital cameras to the SPCs. 
 
SPCs will review the information on the survey sheets.  If any sheets contain omissions or incongruent 
information, SPCs will contact the volunteers responsible for the segment to confirm.  In addition, 
“control sheets” will be compared by SPCs to determine if any discrepancies exist.  Should major 
discrepancies arise, it would serve as an alert and indication that a segment(s) may need to be 
reevaluated before information could be entered into the database. 
 
Once entered into the database (Microsoft Excel), reports will be generated that will allow SPCs to 
quantify the information.  The information and database will be used by ECCD to create an abbreviated 
watershed management plan, and by local communities to identify specific areas of concern, resource 
needs, and to plan potential conservation measures.  The database will be backed up regularly to 
protect against any potential loss of information.   
 
Should any subsequent streamwalks occur, the information can be updated readily by ECCD.  The 
information on the database can either be edited or new information can be entered and a new record 
added to the database.  
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Element 20 

 
Assessments and Response Actions (20) 
 
A yearly review will be conducted for walkers and trainers.  The review of trainers will be more in-
depth. 
  
Todd Bobowick of the USDA Natural Resources Conservation Service is responsible for an annual 
review of the trainers using the Stream Walk program.  This includes a review of the PowerPoint 
workshop presentation and refresher on important points to key in on, and a review of the stream 
assessment sheets and/or updates to the data sheets. 
  
Stream Walk volunteers are assessed in the field following an extensive indoor training session.  The 
volunteers will be taken to a pre-determined stream location with known Area of Concern conditions 
and asked to complete sample data sheets in the field.  ECCD staff will review each volunteer’s 
responses on the data sheet and the group of volunteers will be led to form a consensus opinion of field 
conditions which will be documented on the Reach Level Assessment sheet.   
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Element 21 

 
Reports (21) 
 
A project end report will be written.  The report will be based on the individual reports generated from 
the data in the project database.  The individual reports generated by the database management 
software will be included in the report as an appendix.  In addition to the technical information 
included in the report, general comments will be provided regarding volunteer participation and 
administrative oversight elements of the project.  The project manager will be responsible for the 
report, including its distribution to stakeholders in the region as well as state and federal agency 
personnel. 
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Element 22 

 
Data Review and Validation (22) 
 
SPCs will review all data returned prior to or during input of data into the database.  SPCs will 
evaluate the consistency of the data throughout individual data sheets.  If information seems to be 
incongruent, SPCs will contact the volunteer(s) who recorded the data to check the accuracy of the 
information.  Also, SPCs will use “in-house” materials (e.g. aerial photos, topographic maps, etc.) to 
make an initial determination about the accuracy of the information in question.  A field visit will be 
conducted, if necessary, to confirm what information should be input into the database. 
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Elements 23-24 

 
Validation and Verification Methods (23) 

 
This element is not applicable to the streamwalk program. 

 
 

Reconciliation with Data Quality Objectives (24) 

 
The project goals will have been met if the worksheets and digital photos submitted by the volunteers 
demonstrate consistency in recording the physical conditions of the Anguilla Brook watershed.  If the 
photos submitted do not agree with the information provided on the data sheets, ECCD staff will 
contact the volunteers for further clarification and revisit questionable sites if necessary.  If the 
watershed or portions of the watershed are not able to be assessed, the project manager will evaluate 
other available data, such as land-use mapping, stormwater system mapping, aerial mapping, 
biological water quality, or MS-4 water quality data to assess the watershed. 
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Figure 1. Anguilla Brook Watershed with streams to be assessed using the USDA-NRCS streamwalk methodology. 
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Figure 2. Anguilla Brook land use/land cover (Center for Landuse Education and Research, 2014). 
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Appendix A 
 

Stream Assessment Sheets
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Reach Level Assessment 
 

Make All Observations Facing Downstream 
Was the entire reach of stream surveyed?    Yes     No, Which section(s) were not surveyed? Why? 

 

 

 

 

Channel Morphology:  Mark the predominate condition(s), and indicate the average measurements. 

 Step-Pool  Pool-Riffle  Run  Glide * Manipulated Channel (piped, lined, etc.) 

Active Channel Width: Glide Depth: 

Riffle Depth: Step Height: 

Pool Depth: Bank Height (Right Bank): 

Run Depth: Bank Height (Left Bank): 
 

Substrate Composition:  Mark approximate percentages for each substrate type observed. 

Silt or Clay  <5%  5-25%  25-50%  50-75%  >75% 

Sand  <5%  5-25%  25-50%  50-75%  >75% 

Gravel (0.1-2 inches)  <5%  5-25%  25-50%  50-75%  >75% 

Cobble (2-10 inches)  <5%  5-25%  25-50%  50-75%  >75% 

Boulder (>10 inches)  <5%  5-25%  25-50%  50-75%  >75% 

Bedrock  <5%  5-25%  25-50%  50-75%  >75% 
 

Describe Water Conditions:  Mark all that apply. 

 Clear  Stained (“iced tea”) * Turbid (muddy / silty) 

* Green * Rusty-Red * Milky 

* Odors * Other (foam, dyes, chemicals)  
 

Aquatic Plants in Stream: 

Floating: (e.g. duck weed)  Absent  In Spots * Everywhere 

Attached: (e.g. water lily)  Absent  In Spots * Everywhere 
 

Algae in Stream: 

Floating: (e.g. planktonic)  Absent  In Spots * Everywhere 

Attached: (e.g. filamentous)  Absent  In Spots * Everywhere 
 

Canopy Cover:  Mark approximate percentage of stream covered by tree canopy. 

 >75% covered  75-50% covered  50%-25% covered  < 25% covered 

Note:  Items marked with an asterisk (*) indicate a potential area of concern.  Please record all relevant information on the 

appropriate Area of Concern Worksheet(s). 
Developed By: CT-NRCS 

January 2008 

Survey Basin Code: Date(s): 

Name of Stream: Assessed By: 

Reach Code:  

Designated Stream Type:  

Area of Concern Worksheets 

Indicate # and type of sheets 

completed for this reach assessment 

Erosion_________ 

Fish Barrier_________ 

Storm Water Outfall_________ 

Modified Channel_________ 

Impacted Buffer_________ 

Trash / Debris_________ 

Water Conditions_________ 

CT-NRCS 

Stream Assessment Sheet  
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CT-NRCS 

Stream Assessment Sheet  

Reach Level Assessment 

Riparian Vegetation:  Characterize the average density of vegetation in the first 35 feet adjacent to the stream for both banks. 

 Left Bank Right Bank Left Bank Right Bank Left Bank Right Bank 

Turf Grass  Low  Low  Moderate  Moderate  High  High 

Grass  Low  Low  Moderate  Moderate  High  High 

Shrubs  Low  Low  Moderate  Moderate  High  High 

Deciduous Trees  Low  Low  Moderate  Moderate  High  High 

Coniferous Trees  Low  Low  Moderate  Moderate  High  High 
 

Surrounding Land Use:  Mark the dominate land use(s) for each “zone”, if known or observed. 

Immediately adjacent to stream < ¼ Mile from stream > ¼ Mile from stream 

 Rural Residential  Agricultural  Rural Residential  Agricultural  Rural Residential  Agricultural 

 Suburban 

Residential 

 Forested  Suburban 

Residential 

 Forested  Suburban 

Residential 

 Forested 

 Urban Residential  Recreational  Urban Residential  Recreational  Urban Residential  Recreational 

 Industrial  Other  Industrial  Other  Industrial  Other 

 Commercial   Commercial   Commercial  
 

Areas of Concern Checklist:  Marking “Yes” to any of the following questions indicates that an Area of Concern Worksheet 

should be filled out for the appropriate concern.  For each occurrence observed, complete an Area of Concern sheet. 

Is there evidence of either stream bank erosion or streambed instability within the reach?  Yes  No 

Are there any dams or any other possible natural or artificial barriers to fish migration?  Yes  No 

Are there any storm water outfalls, discharge pipes or discharges within the reach?  Indicate the number 

observed:________. 

 Yes  No 

Is there any portion of the channel that has been modified (not culvert) (channeled, piped, rip rap)?  Yes  No 

Is there any portion of the reach where the riparian buffer has been compromised or is nonexistent?  Yes  No 

Is there any portion of the reach that contains trash or other debris (cars, appliances, construction waste)?  Yes  No 

Is there any portion of the reach that has a change in water conditions?  Yes  No 

Developed By: CT-NRCS 

January 2008 

 

 

 

 

CT – NRCS 

Notes:  Use the space provided to record important observations otherwise not captured on the Reach Assessment Sheet or the Areas 

of Concern Worksheets. 
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Stream Assessment Worksheet 

Degraded Buffer 
 

Survey Basin Code: Date: 

Name of Stream: Assessed By: 

Reach Code:  

Designated Stream Type:  

Site ID:  

Make All Observations Facing Downstream 
Location / Extent of Degraded Buffer: 1) Mark and label the location of the degraded buffer on the map.  2)  Briefly describe the 

location of the site relative to roads or other landmarks. 

 

 

 

 

Mark where the degraded buffer occurs. 

 Meander Bend  Straight Section  Steep Slope/Valley Wall  Other 

 Left Bank Estimate length of degraded buffer:             ft. 

 Right Bank Estimate length of degraded buffer:             ft. 

 

Type of Degradation: 

Left Bank:  Minimal Vegetation  Minimal Width  Invasive Plants  Other 

Right Bank:  Minimal Vegetation  Minimal Width  Invasive Plants  Other 
 

Dominate 

Land Cover 

Paved Bare Ground Turf / Lawn Tall Grass Scrub / Shrub Trees Other 

Left Bank        

Right Bank        
 

Immediately Adjacent Land Use:  Mark the land use(s) immediately adjacent to the modified section. 

Left Bank: 

 

 Rural Residential  Urban Residential  Commercial  Forested 

 Suburban Residential  Industrial  Agricultural  Recreational 

Right Bank:  Rural Residential  Urban Residential  Commercial  Forested 

 Suburban Residential  Industrial  Agricultural  Recreational 
 

Existing Width of Riparian Vegetation: Mark the average width of riparian vegetation to the modified section. 

Left Bank:  < 15 ft.  15 – 35 ft.  35 – 50 ft.  50 – 100 ft  > 100 ft 

Right Bank:  < 15 ft.  15 – 35 ft.  35 – 50 ft.  50 – 100 ft  > 100 ft 
 

Notes: Use the space provided to record important observations otherwise not captures on this sheet. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Developed By: CT-NRCS 

January 2008 

 

 

CT – NRCS 

Stream Assessment Worksheet 
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Erosion Assessment 
 

Survey Basin Code: Date: 

Name of Stream: Assessed By: 

Reach Code:  

Designated Stream Type:  

Site ID:  

Make All Observations Facing Downstream 
Location of Bank Erosion: 1) Mark and label the location of the erosion on the map.  2) Briefly describe the location of the site 

relative to roads or other landmarks.  

 

 

 

 

Mark where erosion is occurring: 

 Meander Bend  Straight Section  Steep Slope/Valley Wall  Other 
 

Site Dimensions: Indicate all applicable measurements associated with the erosion site 

Length:  Left Bank:                    ft. Right Bank:                              ft. 

Bank Height: Left Bank:                    ft. Right Bank:                              ft. 

Bank Angle: Left Bank:                 deg. Right Bank:                           deg. 
 

What is the proximity of the erosion site to infrastructure (e.g. road, bridge, building, etc.)? 

 < 15 ft.  15 - 30 ft  30 - 45 ft  45 – 60 ft  60 - 100 ft  > 100 ft. 
 

Immediately Adjacent Land Use:  Mark the land use(s) immediately adjacent to the erosion site. 

 Rural Residential  Urban Residential  Commercial  Forested 

 Suburban Residential  Industrial  Agricultural  Recreational 
  

Land Ownership: Mark land ownership at the location of the erosion site. 

 Public  Private  Unknown 
 

Existing Width of Riparian Vegetation: Mark the average width of riparian vegetation at the erosion site. 

 < 15 ft.  15 – 35 ft.  35 – 50 ft.  50 – 100 ft  > 100 ft 
 

Notes: Use the space provided to record important observations otherwise not captured on this sheet. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CT – NRCS 

Stream Assessment Worksheet 

Fish Barrier 

Developed By: CT-NRCS 

January 2008 
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Survey Basin Code: Date: 

Name of Stream: Assessed By: 

Reach Code:  

Designated Stream Type:  

Site ID:  

Make All Observations Facing Downstream 

Location of Barrier:  Mark and label the location of the barrier on the map and provide a brief description of the location of the 

barrier relative to roads or other landmarks. 

 

 

 
 

Type of Barrier: Mark the type of fish barrier. 

 Dam  Culvert  Velocity Barrier  Other 

 

Dam Data:  Provide all relevant data. 

Height of Dam:       ft. Length of Spillway:      ft. Shape of Spillway:   Straight      Crescent  

Materials:  Stone  Concrete  Stone & Concrete  Timber-Crib  Other 

Is there other infrastructure associated with the Dam?   No      Yes (If yes mark the type below)  

 Factory  Hydro Facility  Mill  Residence  Other 
 

Culvert Data: Provide all relevant data. 

Type of Culvert:  Box  Pipe  Pipe-Arch  Arch 

Culvert Material:  Concrete  Corrugated Metal  Plastic  Stone 

Culvert Outlet:  Perched:……_____ft.  Ramped  Submerged 

Culvert Size: Diameter:                      ft.   Height:                         ft. Width:                          ft. 

# of Culverts: Culvert Length:          ft.   
 

Velocity Barrier Data:  Provide all relevant data. 

Nature of Barrier:  Grade Control Sill  Concrete Apron  Channel Cross-Section  Other 

Length of Barrier:                     ft. Approx. Vertical Rise:              ft.  

 

Notes: Use the space provided to record important observations otherwise not captured on this sheet. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CT – NRCS 

Stream Assessment Worksheet 

Modified Channel 
 

Developed By: CT-NRCS 
January 2008 
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Survey Basin Code: Date: 

Name of Stream: Assessed By: 

Reach Code:  

Designated Stream Type:  

Site ID:  

Make All Observations Facing Downstream 
Location / Extent of Modified Channel: Mark and label the location of the modified channel on the map and provide a brief 

description of the location of the channel section relative to roads or other landmarks. 

 

 

 

 

Mark where channel modification occurs: 

 Meander Bend  Straight Section  Steep Slope/Valley Wall  Other 

Estimate length of channel modification:             ft. 

Estimate height of bank modification:                  ft. 
 

Type of Manipulation:  Channelization  Bank Armoring  Concrete Channel  Other 

Extent of Manipulation:  Right Bank  Left Bank  Channel Bottom  

Channel / Bank Materials:  Natural  Rip  Rap  Concrete  Gabions  Metal 
 

Immediately Adjacent Land Use:  Mark the land use(s) immediately adjacent to the modified section. 

 Rural Residential  Urban Residential  Commercial  Forested 

 Suburban Residential  Industrial  Agricultural  Recreational 
 

Existing Width of Riparian Vegetation: Mark the average width of riparian vegetation to the modified section. 

 < 15 ft.  15 – 35 ft.  35 – 50 ft.  50 – 100 ft  > 100 ft 
 

Is there a change in the average width of the active channel?  Yes  /  Estimate Width:         ft  No 

Is there evidence of sediment deposition in the channel?  Yes  No 

Is the channel connected to a floodplain?  Yes  No 
 

Notes: Use the space provided to record important observations otherwise not captures on this sheet. 

 

 

Developed By: CT-NRCS 

 January 2008 

 

CT – NRCS 

Stream Assessment Worksheet 

Storm Water Outfall 
 

Survey Basin Code: Date: 
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Name of Stream: Assessed By: 

Reach Code:  

Designated Stream Type:  

Site ID:  

Make All Observations Facing Downstream 

Location of Outfall:   Right Bank    Left Bank   Mark and label the location of the outfall on the map and provide a brief 

description of the location of the outfall relative to roads or other landmarks. 

 

 

 

 

Outfall Type:  Pipe  Leak Off  Channel  

Flow:  None  Trickle  Moderate  Substantial 

Odor:  None  Sewage  Rancid / Sour  Sulfur (rotten eggs) 

Deposits / Stains  None  Sediment Delta  Oily Stain  Black 

Benthic Growth  None  Brown  Green   Orange 

Pipe Data: Provide all relevant data. 

Pipe Material:  Concrete  Corrugated Metal  Plastic  Other 

Contributing Source(s):  Road  Parking Lot  Other  Unknown 

Pipe Outlet:  Perched……______ft.  Ramped  At Stream Level 

Pipe Size: Diameter:               ft.      

# of Pipes:  1  2  3 + 

     

Leak-Off Data: Provide all relevant data. 

Leak-Off Swale:  Concrete  Asphalt  Stone  Earthen  

Contributing Source (s):  Road  Parking Lot  Recreational Field  Other 

Length of Swale:          ft.     

Width of Swale:           ft.     

Channel Data: Provide all relevant data. 

Channel Material:  Concrete  Asphalt  Stone  Earthen  

Contributing Source (s):  Road  Parking Lot  Recreational Field  Other  Unknown 

Channel Length:          ft.     

Channel Width:           ft.     
 

Notes: Use the space provided to record important observations otherwise not captures on this sheet. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Developed By: CT-NRCS 

January 2008 

 

 

 

CT – NRCS 

Stream Assessment Worksheet 

Trash / Debris 
 

Survey Basin Code: Date: 

Name of Stream: Assessed By: 
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Reach Code:  

Designated Stream Type:  

Site ID:  

Make All Observations Facing Downstream 
Location / Extent of Trash or Debris: Mark and label the location of the trash or debris on the map and provide a brief description 

of the location relative to roads or other landmarks. 

 

 

 

 

 Within Stream  Riparian Area:    Left Bank     Right Bank         

 

Type:  Residential  Commercial  Industrial  

Material:  Plastic 

 Paper 

 Yard Waste 

 Tires 

 Metal 

 Construction 

 Appliances 

 Automotive 

 Medical 

 Other 

Source:  Unknown  Flooding  Illegal Dumping  Local Outfall 

Land Ownership:  Private  Public  Unknown  

 

Notes: Use the space provided to record important observations otherwise not captures on this sheet. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Developed By: CT-NRCS 

January 2008 

 
 

 

 

 

Visual Water Conditions /  

Excessive Plant or Algae Growth 
 

Survey Basin Code: Date: 

Name of Stream: Assessed By: 

Reach Code:  

Designated Stream Type:  

CT – NRCS 

Stream Assessment Worksheet 
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Site ID:  

Make All Observations Facing Downstream 

Location / Extent of Visual Water Conditions and/or Excessive Plant or Algae Growth: 1) Mark and label the location 

on the map.  2)  Briefly describe the location of the site relative to roads or other landmarks. 

 

 

 

 
 

Immediately Adjacent Land Use:  Mark the land use(s) immediately adjacent to the modified section. 

 Rural Residential  Urban Residential  Commercial  Forested 

 Suburban Residential  Industrial  Agricultural  Recreational 
 

Describe Water Conditions:  Mark all that apply. 

 Clear  Stained (“iced tea”)  Turbid (muddy / silty)  Odors 

 Green  Rusty-Red  Milky  Other (foam, dyes, chemicals) 
 

Canopy Cover:  Mark approximate percentage of stream covered by tree canopy. 

 >75% covered  75-50% covered  50%-25% covered  < 25% covered 
 

Aquatic Plants in Stream: 

Floating: (e.g. duck weed)  Absent  In Spots  Everywhere 

Attached: (e.g. water lily)  Absent  In Spots  Everywhere 
 

Algae in Stream: 

Floating: (e.g. planktonic)  Absent  In Spots  Everywhere 

Attached: (e.g. 

filamentous) 

 Absent  In Spots  Everywhere 

 

Is the change in water condition or excessive plant / algae growth located at or directly below a 

storm water outfall? 

 Yes  No 

Is the change in water conditions or excessive plant / algae growth associated with a change in 

channel dimensions (depth & width)? 

 Yes  No 

Is the change in water conditions or excessive plant / algae growth associated with an impoundment 

/ dam on the stream? 

 Yes  No 

 

Notes: Use the space provided to record important observations otherwise not captures on this sheet. 

 
Developed By: CT-NRCS January 

2008 
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